
Hilight Tribe Bio Eng 2023  
 
Ambassadors of the peoples of the world, the 6 members of Hilight Tribe are surfing the organic trance 
wave. The band members met in the 90's in the Paris region when they were only teenagers. From the 
forest at the foot of their residence, Greg and Ludo will federate their best friends and dream the world 
through music and nature. The meeting with their producers will initiate a great adventure around 
Natural Trance, a new genre that combines the instruments of the world with an electro sound played 
live. Two decades after their first albums Maha Wave and Stellar Rain, both recorded on top of a 
mountain in the Balearic Islands, the Tribe continues to share its magic on record or live with the 
support of an ever-growing audience full of lights in their eyes. Their album Luminessence, the first 
part of which was released at the beginning of 2023, is a sound exploration in the heart of the world's 
cultures.  
 
West Africa, Mongolia or India are part of the destinations of a long awaited epic since their last album 
Temple Of Light and their collaborations with Vini Vici and Armin van Buuren.  
 
Equipped with dozens of instruments on stage, the band transports us into a multi-sensory experience 
where the light show, the stage performance, the sound definition and the interaction with the 
audience complete the circle of the Tribe to the delight of all generations who came to dance and 
transcend their daily lives. By becoming one of the essential bands of the electro scene and festivals 
around the world, Hilight Tribe is paving the way for a new generation of artists to follow in their 
footsteps. Amplitude of sound that rivals the most tenacious DJ’s, ethnic instruments, over boosted 
drums, avant-garde bass and guitars, and songs that have become anthological the Tribe continues 
its legend and invites us into a human adventure that is part of the long lineage of the universal trance 
practiced since the dawn of time... 
 
 
HLT CONCISE PRESENTATION  

 
The members of HIlight Tribe, Greg HIlight, Ludo Ji, Seb, Roots ,Rishnu along with their sound engineer Mathias 
Duroy, produce records and perform live instrumental Trance music. They have recorded 9 albums, 4 
collaborations with Vini Vici and performed more than a thousand concerts world wide. On the road their team 
includes a stage manager a light designer and two back-liners. Their albums are mixed and arranged by Morad 
Bensaoud. 
 


